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Special Events Department
Fiscal Year 2020 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photo was taken opening morning at Sunfest. It was the dawn of a new day over the breaking waves. Let that be foretelling…
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What we do…
We produce events internally on behalf of the Town
- Financially-beneficial productions
- Value-added event (objective based when possible)
We provide guidance and oversight to sanctioned 
private events

Professionalism   Experience   Courtesy
Respect   Mentorship   Grace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Special Events Department produces events internally on behalf of the TownBoth beneficial productions and value-added eventsANDProvide mentoring and monitoring for Private Events.Grace – courteous goodwill… unmerited and undeserving favor of God
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What we do…
We serve our Town Council first and foremost
We are accountable to the expectations of others
- Local Businesses/Organizations
- Residents/Tourists/Event Patrons
- Special Event Vendors/Sponsors/Entertainers
- Private Event Promoters

Dedication   Perseverance   Flexibility
Creativity   Know-how

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You provide our direction… we look for vision on Town identity, growth plan and areas of focus and sensitivity.We have our list of clients – like you… [read]
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The Department
Today

4

Director Senior Staff

Operations 
ManagerMid-Level

Three
Event 

Coordinators
Entry Level

Department of five
Producing 34+ events (80 event days)
Overseeing 165+ event days of private events annually

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our department is comprised of five including myself.[read details]And weather is the BIGGEST variable we deal with. On bad days you have this [image]. On good days you have sun and perfect event weather (summer or Winter and anything in between)Although the SECOND HALF of this presentation looks at the future in events, we are going to diverge to the possible future of the department…
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The Department
Future

5

Director

Senior 
Operations 

Engineer

Three
Event 

Managers

Social Media
Specialist/
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Senior
Event

Manager

Relationship
Alchemist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our department’s future is driven by all those directive elements we look for from you as Council, the ideals and values of our target markets and budget…This is what I would CURRENTLY consider to be an optimal model [different from past rendition of two years ago]Titles are unique and here’s why…The next generation of staff is all about title to give them identity.Article described that this generation will leave better pay for unique title an fun opportunity.
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Event Portfolio 

Special Events

These are events produced by 
the Town providing revenue 
streams to support production of 
said events, drive tourism and 
potentially offset other expenses 
sourced from the general fund.

Value-Added Events

Value-added events are smaller 
events usually designed to meet 
certain objectives such as driving 
patrons to specific locations, 
building reputation or generating 
crowds on week days.

Signature Private Events

Private events are those 
produced by an outside entity 
with key events driving new visitors 
to the Town with increased tourist 
spending and lodging while 
adding to the Towns image as a 
resort destination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Special Events are “self-sustaining” productions [didn’t start that way]. As with any business venture, we invest on the front end to build. We nurture the venture until it can sustain itself. We produce to benefit the Town – mostly through driving tourism here or there, creating a sense of community, providing an intrinsic experience or creating memorable traditions attached to Ocean City.Our value-added events are no different – just on a smaller scale and focusing, for the most part, on achieving objectives:Objectives can include driving new demographics to Town, moving bodies to locations they may not otherwise explore, solidifying a bond with our patrons through positive unique experiences, exposing our local businesses to new spending, meeting an expectation, or simply filling a void.We maintain oversight of many private events annually. Signature events are those that enhance the Town – through saturation, visibility, exposure, and reputation. Those events include…
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Signature Private Events 
• St. Patrick’s Day Parade

• Island to Island Half Marathon

• Cruisin’ OC

• OC Air Show

• Jelly Fish Festival (NEW)

• OC Bikefest

• Raven’s Parade

• Endless Summer Cruisin’

• Spartan Race (NEW)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ show picturesAs mentioned at previous presentations, we are reaching a point of saturation and need to really think about what events serve the Town’s needs best.Transitioning Events – Jelly Fish and Spartan Race, ArtX too…
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Event Investment Behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph was originally used in 2015 evaluation of value-added events.The RIO line is the key element. Green represents higher willingness to invest, yellow is moderate and red is low.As risk of return increases ROI decreases. ROI can be direct profit or indirect revenue (taxes). AS risk increases and ROI decreases the fall is cushioned by the consideration of secondary objectives through the investment (those things we have already discussed such as driving new people into town, creating lodging opportunities, etc. (this is where cost of doing business begins to apply as a government entity. As we continue to move down the ROI line, secondary objectives peak, ROI is a low opportunity and risk suddenly becomes a non-factor – moving us into Value-added events (events where we know the spending is serving other needs than retuning a strong monetary value – air show started here).The final stage of investment is the creation of events that are just to add something to do – no longer serving a need other than opportunity for patrons.Let’s see how our events stack up – THIS IS SUBJECTIVE FROM MY PERSPECTIVE.
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REVENUE EXPENSES (Highlights)

Increase of $2,750 in Event revenue and Private Event Fees

- ArtX: Revenue Increased by $1000

- Xmas Parade: Sponsorships up $1,000 (25%) to $4,000

- Trailer Parking Permits: Increase $750 to $18,000
- Two events affected by weather in Fy19

Increase of $9,054 in General Events Budget

- Wages and Benefits: Increase $6,684

- Removed NSP July 4th Stage: Decrease $3,050

- Printing: Reduced by $2,500

- Credit Cards Fees: Line item added $7,500

- Vehicle Lease: Increase $3,597

- Insurance: Decrease $2,552

FY20 – What has changed – General Events Budget

SECTION NOTES:
- General department expenses, ArtX and value-added events reside here.

- July Fourth pre-fireworks music moves to DJ format and away from live music, traditional patriotic music during fireworks.

- Talent budget for ArtX increased.

- Halloween Parade budget in place to start transition from Drive in Disguise.

- Even with add-ons, Contracted Services and Operational Supplies decrease a total of $1,465

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1ST -- OVERALL GOAL OF DECEMBER DRAFT BUDGET…Overall Revenue - $62,000 Event Revenue + $216,500 Event Fees = $278,500Overall Expense - $847,241- Continue to push ArtX in 2nd year with a focus on the festival aspect (live new music, fine art, artistic workshops, original cinematic works and family activities with food beer and wine.- Trailer Permit revenue was down in 2018 primarily due to weather issues at BikefestJuly Fourth: live music to DJ, Contract coming due (NYE as well)Will begin to transition Drive in Disguise to an informal Halloween parade
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REVENUE EXPENSES (Highlights)

NO CHANGE IN REVENUE Decrease of $4,908 in Sunfest Budget

- Wages and Benefits: Decrease $608

- Resale Goods: Decrease $2,500

FY20 – What has changed –

SECTION NOTES:
- Green room rental trailers (contractor construction offices) are increasing in cost by over 250%.

- Music Industry demand continues to spike driving headliner costs higher; budget no longer buys same talent category.

- Known in Arts and Crafts Industry as one of the top events in the United States.

- This year is 45th Anniversary.

- Expect tent rental cost increase in FY2022.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revenue: $440,300  Expenses: $380,979Sunfest, as a mature event, experiences no change on revenue As described last year – music industry continues to see high demand, leads to large event producers demanding first rightsTent rental contract over half complete – rebid in January, 2021
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REVENUE EXPENSES (Highlights)

Increase of $10,000 in Event revenue to $560,000 Increase of $3,721 in Winterfest Budget

- Wages and Benefits: Increase $2,446

- Contracted Services: Decrease $13,300

- Operational Supplies: Increase $10,775

- Energy: Increase $3,750

FY20 – What has changed –

SECTION NOTES:
- Wage increase due primarily to new budget line item of Overtime-Regular at $2,200.

- Relocation of new Winterfest display from Contracted Services (-$15,000) to Operational Supplies (+$12,000).

- Expecting increase in electric wiring harness installation costs in 2019; need to move to modular harness design.

- Ticket Booth (also used at Sunfest and Springfest) will need replaced or overhauled soon.

- New Boardwalk Tram cars and Jeeps will be used for first time this year as Winterfest Express ride with music.

- Expect tent rental cost increase in FY22.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revenue: $560,000   Expenses: $371,6012018 was a trying event – rain and wind issues – proved it can still succeedLarge change in two expense categories was from movement of new displayWiring harness is issue – cost of install, quality of harnessTicket booth is still original building – dry rot and damaged roof
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REVENUE EXPENSES (Highlights)

Increase of $10,000 in Event revenue

- Vendor Revenue: Increased by $4,760

- Sponsorship: Increase $5,365

- Merchandise Sales: Decreased by $775

Decrease $3,119 in overall expenses

- Retail Goods: Decrease $1,500

- Energy: Decrease $1,105

FY20 – What has changed –

SECTION NOTES:
- Green room rental trailers (contractor construction offices) are increasing in cost by over 250% this year.

- Music Industry demand continues to spike driving headliner costs higher; budget no longer buys same talent category.

- Gazebo (info/staff building) needs repairs or replacement.

- Expect tent rental cost increase in FY21 (It all starts here in calendar year 2021 with RFP in January, 2021 or earlier).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Revenue: $425,000   Expenses: $370,031Note: Net revenue compared to Sunfest is only $5K less on 100K more peopleSame issues and concerns as SunfestOVERALL NUMBERS:Revenue: $1,703,800    Expenses: $1,969,852     Net FY Change: $4,748
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The Future: Keeping the Wave Alive
Direction in the 
form of events

13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This has been a tough budget year. For our department we have trimmed expenses to justify a new position which, understandably, could not happen in the current budget climate (that is why the budget is so much like last year even with normal increases considered). We did a lot of ROBBING PETER TO PAY PAUL in a sense. We even offered up other elements for consideration of removal if administration felt they needed to  do so. (OC Beach Dance Party – now moving forward) We also have other revenue opportunities we are looking at.
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The Near Future

Inside the budgets

Space Usage Fees

- Develop a model to charge for space based on 
type of surface, size of surface, location of surface 
and displacement of normal use (accounts for day 
of week and saturation in use)

- Review the forced costs related to space use – what 
expenses will the Town likely incur upon each use of 
a specified space

Sunfest

- Review actual Town costs related to craft tent 
vendor areas with Budget Manager to establish cost 
per craft vendor space; review fees for modification

14

Changing Fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of what we looked at for the City Manager, Space Usage Fees seemed to be an area of potential growth.READFor Sunfest Craft Vendor Space Fees: $630 currently (10x11)Sugar Loaf Craft Festival in Chantilly VA is the only one higher in cost at $645READWe have the demand to allow for the increase on Sunfest ONLY
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The Near Future

Festivalizing non-traditional venues

Ocean City as a holiday destination

- Crowd-sourcing events – HMRA, Chamber, Others

- Wide swath of opportunities funneled into one 
promotable multi-week series of attractions

- Push on web, social media and phone app by July

- Advanced teasers to on-site deals to post-event gifts

Generation Renewed Event

- Four days during the week (fit when most suited)

- Focus on empty-nest retired community

- Active lifestyle, social opportunities, adventure

15

In 2016, Google moved its 
flagship event, Google I/O, from 

the premiere San Francisco 
conference center, Moscone 

Center, to the Shoreline 
Amphitheatre in Mountain View.

Google turned the outdoor 
music venue and its surrounding 
parking lot into a "village" with 

ten enclosed stages and several 
open-air tents – all to show 

developers that Google 
considered them to be artists, 

not just "code writers“.

Create Adventure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Holiday Destination ideas:		Baby-boomer GenerationIce Skating (Carousel)		Talk generations because it is a highlyHoliday Shoppers Fair		influencing factorLobby decorating contestLibrary and museum Art League offeringsJingle Bell RunPizza with SantaSanta’s Workshop (craft building)Model trainsXmas Film FestivalSand Sledding HillSantas Village – Christmas Sand CastlesCandy Garland Workshop Cookie bakeoffGingerbread House contestFind the elves treasure huntMrs. Clause Gift Shop in 2019 at WF
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“ "The biggest risk is not taking any risk... In a world that is changing really quickly, the 
only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risks." - Mark Zuckerberg

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Town needs constant energy put into the tourist engine to keep it the success it is today. We can not continue down the same path without deviation expecting the same performance year after year. Yes, the ocean, beach and boardwalk will always be attractions, but we all know it takes more than those elements to drive the level of performance we need to sustain. Our Tourism Department, Recreation and Parks Department and Special Events Department and others play major roles in equipping the Town with the tools to do just that. We are different than the normal Town. We are an attraction for the masses.

https://www.amazon.com/Think-Like-Zuck-Improbably-Zuckerberg/dp/007180949X/?tag=roarin09-20
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Are we riding the wave or ditching?

The fundamental questions need to be asked.

1. Will Ocean City strive toward a year-round destination or are we going to stay a seasonal resort?

2. Do we need to sustain, grow or let decline ensue? If growth – how and where?

3. What role will events play in the strategically-planned direction toward the Town’s future for next 150 years?

4. Is the Town ready to shift gears and focus energy on the next era which has already begun?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
– Does the answer seem obvious? Often what we want and what we are willing to do can differ, but in this case is it more about what we need to do than “want”-- Decline – retreating back to the seasonal Town -- Events can be vital assets, secondary attractions or feel-good add ons.150 years Town anniversary coming up in 2025 [FOUNDED]In 1869, businessman Isaac Coffin built the first beach-front cottage to receive paying guests [150th Anniversary THIS YEAR, per WikipediaIncorporated would be 2030Inlet formation 100th Anniversary is 2033Guess who your tourism base is going to be then….Leads to next question ERA – ALREADY BEGUN
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The NEXT WAVE

The Millennial Tourist (20-35 years old)

Similar traits with a new perspective

- Competitive, confident and tech savvy

- Live events and interactive experiences make them 
feel more connected

- Attendance equals loyalty, recognition is required

- Play to their devices; hardware, live data, proximity

New moms and dads

- Teaching adventure and culture to Gen Alpha

- Sight-seeing/exploration replaces child schedule

- Active lifestyle, social opportunities, gamification

Gamification – Use of game dynamics to influence behavior 18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They’ve been in the workforce for 10 years.They make decisions as a collective. They are more concerned about happiness than structure.Events come and Go – last year at this time – spoke about where events where in their lifecycle. THE ONLY THING THAT IS CONSTANT IS CHANGE. This generation magnifies that.iBEACONs – allow mobile apps to understand their position and proximity to actions that deliver hyper-contextual content to users (with their permission) Bluetooth low energySome of this works for Baby Boomers and Gen X as well, but is essential for Millennials and Gen Z (permission based marketing)They have strong values and it comes across in what they are teaching their children.Events to focus on these values and deals – events for young children and families.--Gamification (since 2010) – leverages natural desire for socializing, learning, mastery, achievement, self-expression and status (think Escape Room, Woodward Wrectangle)  Comes into play again for next gen…
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The WAVE FORMING

The Future Centennial Tourist (19 and younger)

Next entrepreneurs 

- Personal tech is a necessity, conduit to world/info

- Diligent and pragmatic, adverse to idealistic risks

- No Facebook or Instagram; use Snapchat, Secret 
Vine, Whisper, VSCO. About controlling access.

- Advertising is short video and few words or you lose 
this audience

- Will outnumber Millennials next year by 1 Million

Gig economy culture (think of gigs as temporary work)

- Hyper-connected via social networks

- Rise of the mobile freelance/project workforce

- Say goodbye to work weeks
19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the big wave coming. Slogan is “You Do You”Their lives reside on their personal technology – memories, information access, education, communication, social life.NOTICE IMAGE – this generation is not just about using personal tech, it’s about spectating. I’m sure you have heard of video game competitions where large crowds watch others game. This is the generation where technology fuses with reality and we ass a destination will need to embrace it, provide for it market to it and create events around it. This is key in the new direction of engagement for access, and for us – in event marketing, event enhancement and post-event retainment. And Gen-Z is tight with their access to them – APPS – learned lesson from parent’s postsThe positive – GIG economy – work week goes awayAlso drives socialism but even in that major change, we still need to do what we do.
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THANK YOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I finish, I want to leave you with this. Take a look at this image of a Sunfest crowd. Look at our demographic – Baby-boomers and Gen-X patrons, that’s the majority. If you look at the image closely you will see some Millennials and even some Gen-y – ON PHONE, BOREDWe need to take risks and move forward with determination.THANK YOU!
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